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I. The Carr Surname 
 
Carr is a very common surname which is associated with both Scotland and Ireland. In 
Ireland it can be of Gaelic Irish origin, possible mercenary Scottish Gallowglass origin 
(post 1259 AD) and later Plantation settlement within Ireland (post 1600 AD). In addition, 
there are other similar surnames from which “Carr” may have evolved including Scottish 
“Kerr” and Irish “Corr” and “Kilcar.”  
 
Since surnames in early census data still concentrate in the area where they first 
appeared, or in the area where one's ancestors first settled, distribution mapping can give 
one an idea of a surnames origin (see examples click here and here). In addition, since 
Britain and Ireland remained essentially agrarian societies until relatively recently it 
means two things; first, surnames arose in an agrarian society, and secondly farmers in 
Britain and Ireland in early census data could still be found farming the lands where their 
ancestor lived when he first inherited their surname (or where one’s ancestors first 
settled). In addition, place names and historical monuments reveal a wealth of information 
about the people who lived there, and one can explore place names and historical 
monuments to see if there are any associated with the Carr/Kerr/Corr/Kilcar surnames. 
As a rule, the longer a surname has been associated with a location, the better the 
chances that one will find place names and historical monuments (like castles) associated 
with that surname in that location. 
 
An examination of the distribution of farmers named Carr and Kerr in Scotland reveals at 
least 9 distinct Scottish groups and at least 21 Irish groups of Carrs, Corrs, Kerrs and 
Kilcars (12 Pre-Plantation (Gaelic Irish or Gallowglass) and 9 Plantation groups), as 
depicted in Figure 1 (Carr Corr Kerr Kilcar Farmers in Ireland) and Figure 2 (Carr Kerr 
Farmers in Scotland). In these figures, the most common surname is featured in each 
location.  Hence, someone with the Carr surname can potentially link their ancestors to 
one of 30 locations within Ireland or Scotland that are associated with the Carr surname. 
 

 
1 The text and figures in this paper were provided to Charie Carr by Dr. Tyrone Bowes in the form of a series of e-
mails in August 2019.  The text and related figures in these e-mails have been combined into this document with 
some light editing.  

https://www.irishorigenes.com/surnames-database
http://gbnames.publicprofiler.org/default.aspx
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Figure 1.  Carr Corr Kerr Kilcar Farmers in Ireland. 
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Figure 2.  Carr Kerr Farmers in Scotland. 
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II. The Science of Surnames 
 
Scientists (at Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland) studying surnames and relatedness among 
males discovered that surnames typically had single founding ancestors; the “surname-
Adam” (as in Adam and Eve) who was literally the first male to take for example the 
“Carr” surname. The surname-Adam typically lived 1,000 years ago when paternally 
inherited surnames became common within Britain and Ireland. Those scientists also 
discovered that after 1,000 years there is a 50 percent chance that one is directly 
descended from one's surname-Adam, the other 50 percent of males will have acquired 
their surname as a result of non-paternal events like adoptions or via the maternal transfer 
of the surname that have occurred since the surname first appeared (so potentially 
anytime within the last 1,000 years). That 50 percent rule has remained remarkably 
consistent for each surname studied! 
 
But, as shown in Figures 1 and 2, there are at least 30 distinct areas within Scotland and 
Ireland that are associated with the Carr/Corr/Kerr/Kilcar surname. Hence there were at 
least 30 unrelated Carr/Corr/Kerr/Kilcar-“founding Adams” genetically distinct from one 
another and who lived in different parts of Ireland and Scotland an estimated 1,000 years 
ago. You can read more about the science of surnames here and here.  
 
Here is where commercial ancestral DNA testing is crucial; since surnames arose among 
groups of related males living in a specific location (an estimated 1,000 years ago) each 
genetically distinct Carr/Corr/Kerr/Kilcar clan will have their own unique fingerprint of 
genetically matching surnames revealed upon Y-DNA testing, and since surnames still 
concentrate in early census data in the area they first appeared (or where one's ancestors 
first settled), one can examine the distribution of the surnames revealed in ones Y-DNA 
results and identify a common area (literally pinpoint where one's Carr lived). Hence, for 
example an Irish Carr from Sligo will be a Y-DNA match to males with surnames like 
O'Gara, O'Hara and O'Connor; surnames associated with the West of Ireland. In contrast 
a Kerr from Berwickshire will be a Y-DNA match to Roxburghs, Dunbars and Swanston; 
surnames associated with Southeast Scotland. 
 

III. Y-DNA Genetic Surname Matches 

With regards to Y-DNA results, it is important to remember two things.   
 
First, DNA does not lie and males who appear among one's Y-DNA (STR) results share 
a common male ancestor with you. It is merely a question of when that shared male 
ancestor lived (as a rule the more Y-DNA markers two males share the more recent that 
shared paternal ancestor lived). A table of estimated timeframes to a shared paternal 
ancestor based on commercial Y-DNA STR results is given in Figure 3. Also keep in mind 
that the STRs examined by the Y-DNA test are far more susceptible to replication and 
deletion per generation, and hence that is why you see variability in the numbers of shared 
markers even among genetic matches that, for example, share the Carr/Kerr/Kilker 
surname. 
 

http://www.irishorigenes.com/content/surnames-science
http://www.irishorigenes.com/content/pinpointing-genetic-homeland
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Figure 3.  Genetic Distance and Time to the Most Recent Shared Paternal Ancestor. 

 
Second, the closest surname matches in one’s Y-DNA results are NOT RANDOM.  In the 
case of Charlie Carr, who commissioned this research (see his 111-marker matches in 
Figure 4 and his 67-marker matches in Figure 5), his match is to a number of others 
named Carr/Kerr/Kilker who tested independently (see red arrows in Figures 4 and 5).   
 
 

 
Figure 4.   111-Marker Y-DNA Match Results for Charlie Carr 

 

This means that Charlie Carr (and Carrs related to him) are directly descended from a 
Carr/Kerr/Kilker/Corr-Adam. But which of the 30 estimated Carr/Kerr/Kilker/Corr-Adams? 
Or rather, to which one of 30 locations associated with that surname is the paternal 
ancestry of this set of Carrs connected? To answer that, one can look to Charlie Carr’s 
non-Carr/Kerr/Kilker surname matches! They are dominated by exclusively Scottish 
(shown in blue) or Scottish-associated (shown in purple) surnames, as shown in Figures 
4 and 5. That indicates that he and his Carr relatives are directly descended from a 
Scottish Carr/Kerr-Adam!  
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Figure 5. 67-Marker Y-DNA Match Results for Charlie Carr. 

 
But, which of the nine Scottish Kerr-Carr “Adams”? To answer that we must look to the 
non-Carr/Kerr/Kilker/Corr surname matches! One can see that there are several other 
Scottish surnames that recur among Charlie Carr’s closest matches: MacKenzie, 
MacCallum, Morrison, MacGugan (McGoogan), Wright, and MacCurdy (see the other 
colored arrows in Figures 4 and 5). Recurring genetic surname matches best reflect the 
surnames of his Scottish Carr/Kerr-Adams relatives/neighbors! Those matches indicate 
that his Carr/Kerr-Adam lived among a tribal group of related males among whom also 
arose the MacKenzie, MacCallum, Morrison, MacGugan (McGoogan), Wright and 
MacCurdy surnames.  
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IV. The Isle of Arran 

As I mentioned, farmers with each Scottish surname still concentrate in early census data 
in the area where their surname first appeared, and one can therefore examine the 
distribution of farmers named Kerr, MacKenzie, MacCallum, Morrison, MacGugan, Wright 
and MacCurdy were found in early census data and reveal an area common to all.  When 
one explores the Kerr, MacKenzie, MacCallum, Morrison, MacGugan, Wright and 
MacCurdy farming communities in early census data, they concentrate together in West 
Central Scotland, see the Scottish Farmers Overlay in Figure 6 (Note: by 1841 the link 
with Scotland for the McCurdy/McCurdie surname had dissappeared; it would appear that 
most McCurdy/McCurdies had settled in Ireland during the Plantation of Ulster that began 
in 1600 AD).  

 

 

Figure 6.  Scottish Farmers Overlay Map. 
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The Scottish Surnames map was completed by Tyrone Bowes a few years ago, and that 
map shows the Kerrs on the Isle of Arran (red arrow) surrounded by MacKenzie, 
MacCallum, Morrison, MacGugan, Wright farmers (orange arrows) who appear as 
Charlie Carr’s closest recurring matches, see the Surnames of the Isle of Arran, 
Scotland in Figure 7. Note the MacGugan surname in red font on that image–that 
indicates that McGugan farmers are exclusive to that location (farmers named MacGugan 
are found nowhere else within Scotland). The Kerr founding-Adam for the branch of the 
Carrs to which Charlie Carr and his relatives belong lived on the Isle of Arran 
approximately 1,000 years ago! 

 

 

Figure 7.  Surnames of the Isle of Arran, Scotland. 

 

V.  The Paternal Ancestral Genetic Homeland 

Early census data reveals that the Kerrs of the Isle of Arran concentrate in the neighboring 
parishes of Lochranza and Kilmory in the northwest of the island; and it is there that your 
paternal ancestral genetic homeland is to be found, see the Kirk PAGH image in Figure 
8. It was there that the direct male ancestor of teh Carrs of Donegal related to Charlie 
Carr lived, when surnames first appeared in Scotland approximately 1,000 years ago. 
When one's ancestors were associated with an area for a long time one will find evidence 
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of their links with that area in the surrounding place names.  An examination of Arran 
place names reveals “Kerr's port” near Broderick, as shown in Figure 8. 
 
There are also clues in the surrounding area as to why, and when, your Kerrs ended up 
in Ireland. That MacDonalds (Lord of the Isles) dominated the area to the west (Kintyre) 
and held a castle on the southern tip of Arran, also shown in Figure 8. The MacDonalds 
controlled the flow of mercenary Scots Gallowglass into Ireland from 1259 AD onwards. 
 

 

Figure 8. Kirk Pagh on the Isle of Arran. 

 

VI. Gallowglass of Donegal  

When the Kerr ancestor of Charlie Carr from the Isle of Arran arrived on Irish shores, he 
and his descendants “interacted” with their neighbors and one finds evidence of that 
interaction in the close singular Irish matches revealed by Charlie Carr’s Y-DNA matches. 
Those matches can be observed in the closest matches at the 67-marker level (Figure 
9), where one sees the Daugherty and Sweeney surnames.  

 

Figure 9.  Irish Surnames Among the Close Matches of 67-Marker DNA Data for Charlie Carr 
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If one overlays where Pre-Plantation Carr/Corr/Kerr farmers lived, together with Doherty 
and Sweeney farmers found in early census data, and looks for an area common to all, it 
reveals three locations within Donegal in the far Northwest of Ireland, as depicted by the 
orange broken circle in Figure 10. What is striking is that one of your closest Carr genetic 
matches reveals an earliest paternal link with Tullyvoos Townland in County Donegal, 
which lies close to the southern-most area of Donegal where Carrs, Dohertys and 
Sweeneys are found together, as shown by the yellow arrow in Figure 10. 

 

 

Figure 10.  Carrs Living In Proximity to Sweeneys and Dohertys. 
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So in summary, the paternal ancestor of the Carrs related to Charlie Carr lived 
approximately 1,000 years ago in the northwest of the Isle of Arran when he took the Kerr 
surname.  At some point after 1259 AD, he ventured to Ireland, first settling in Southern 
Donegal as a Gallowglass mercenary (most likely in the service of the O'Donnell Clan). 

 


